A new computer system to perform data acquisition and analysis for the Holifield Heavy Ion Reseach Facility's Oak Ridge Isochronous Cyclotron (ORIC) and the newer 25 MV tandem accelerator has been under development. This paper presents the current implementation and discusses the design of the data acquisition/analysis software.
Introduction
As a national facility, the Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility (HHIRF) serves a large and diverse group of experimentalists. The large number of outside users and the variety of experiments identifies the need for great flexibility and ease of use in the computer system. The system must be capable of serving two on-line experiments simultaneously while a third is being set up. In addition, data analysis and general computing must be supported.
The system, as originally conceived1, has been implemented around three Perkin-Elmer model 3230 "supermini" computers, supporting independent but identical environments. Each system can comfortably support one experiment and several general computing tasks without degrading time critical operations. Three systems simply and conveniently support three experimental setups.
Software was given careful consideration in light of many requirements. The design contributes to ease of use and learning for the experimentalist, ease of maintenance, and ease of customization from one experiment to another.
Hardware Configuration
The basic hardware components are shown in Figure 1 . Each system features 600 megabytes of disk storage, two 6250 bpi, 125 ips tape drives, color graphics terminals and plotters, and CAMAC interfaces. The Perkin-Elmer processors themselves feature 32-bit word length, 4 megabytes of main memory, cache memory, and writable control store.
Two geographically different counting areas, corresponding somewhat to the two accelerators, are serviced by the three computers. In one counting area, systems "A" and "C" are available for use (terminals and CAMAC crates are available). In the other counting area, systems "B" and "C" are available. In this configuration, an experiment may be running from each counting area, on a dedicated computer system, while a third is being set up in either area. The software structure is shown in Figure 2 . The programs involved with data are termed "acquisition support programs", as they are actually operating on the data. Refer to Figure 3 for data flow through the Histogramming program. Each event is expanded from its tape format into an array, one parameter per array element. The array is passed to an optionallysupplied FORTRAN subroutine, USERSUB. The user can supply his own customized routine here for whatever event-by-event processing he desires. This routine may manipulate the parameters of the event or calculate new parameters to be histogrammed. If no customized processing is needed, USERSUB is a dummy routine which does nothing.
The user can exercise control over his customized USERSUB through a "user command processor" USERCMP. If the user supplies this routine, he is able, through the standard User Interface program and Control program, to direct commands specifically to this routine to control/monitor his USERSUB. From one experiment to the next, USERSUB and USERCMP are the only routines which typically require changes.
After USERSUB, the event is passed through gate tests previously defined by the user. A parameter to be histogrammed whose gate conditions have been met is translated into a disk (or memory) histogram address and passed to sorting routinesl.
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